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   Introductory Rules

Setup: 
Each player is dealt nine cards with the draw-deck placed in the centre of  
the table. 

Spring: 
Each player plays a single number card face-up into the centre of  the 
table. Aces are valued at fifteen points. 

This chapter offers a simplified set of  rules for younger players and 
those wanting a quick and easy version of  the basic game. In this 

version, play still progresses through the seasons

1. Spring

2. Summer

3. Autumn

4. Winter

but cards are played simultaneously on each turn, court-cards represent-
ing Noble Warriors and number-cards representing Cattle. Players lay 
down number-cards in Spring, and then compete for them by playing 
cards face-down in Summer. The player with the best number-cards after 
a certain number of  turns wins the game.
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Summer: 
Everyone plays another card (any 
kind) face-down in front of  them.

Autumn: 
Each player draws one card from 
the draw-deck in the centre of  the 
table. 

Winter: 
Players reveal the face-down 
card that each played. If  it is a 
court-card then the cards all fight. 
Kings kill queens, and queens kill 
jacks. Ties kill both cards, and 
all combats are resolved simulta-
neously. Thus if  two kings and a 
jack are played then all cards are 
killed and discarded. The trick 
is won by any surviving Warrior 
card, and that Noble Warrior is 
discarded after it adds the cattle 
in the center of  the table to cattle 
herds of  the player the Warrior 
belongs to. Cattle-herds live in 
the open area to the right of  each 
player. If  no Warrior survives, 
then the highest cattle card played 
in Summer wins the trick. All 

Cattle that were played face down 
then join the trick. If  no warriors 
survive and there is a tie of  Cattle 
cards then the trick remains in 
the centre of  the table into the 
next year. 

Victory: 
At the end of  four years, players 
compare their herds of  cattle. To 
win the game, a player must have 
all four suits represented in their 
herd. Players add the highest card 
from each suit in their herd to 
determine the winner; the sum of  
those four cards is a player’s score. 
The highest score wins. If  no one 
has all four suits in their herd at 
the end of  the fourth year, or if  
there is a tie amongst players, 
play continues until someone can 
be declared the winner or until 
nine years have been played. At 
the end of  the ninth year, players 
add the highest card from each 
suit in their cattle field to deter-
mine their score; the highest score 
wins the game.
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